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ABSTRACT

A recursive method for constructing uniquely decodable
codes for overloaded synchronous CDMA systems, where
large signature codes with growing overloading factors are
reconstructed from the small ones. A class of uniquely decod
able signature matrices (or encoders) for overloaded synchro
nous CDMA are also devised. A decoder for synchronous
CDMA systems to extract the user data by a number of
comparisons with respect to some predefined thresholds.
9 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets
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rate is larger than the symbol rate, meaning that one symbol is
represented by multiple chips. In under loaded or fully loaded
CDMA systems the number of chips is greater than or equal

UNIQUELY DECODABLE CODES AND
DECODER FOR OVERLOADED
SYNCHRONOUS CDMA SYSTEMS

to the number of users. On the other hand, in overloaded

FIELD OF INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to the field of tele
communications and more specifically to codes and decoder
for synchronous Code division multiple access (CDMA) and
Compressed Sensing (CS) systems.
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BACKGROUND

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) has become an
important component of recent communication systems.
CDMA is a channel access communication scheme used by
various radio communication technologies, including cellu

15

lar networks. CDMA allows several transmitters to send

information simultaneously over a single communication
channel, that is, Multiple Access. This lets several users share
a band of frequencies. A CDMA scheme typically employs
spread-spectrum methods and a special coding scheme, in
which each transmitter is assigned a code, to allow multiple
users to be multiplexed over the same physical channel. Typi
cally, in CDMA, the modulated coded signal has a much
higher data bandwidth than the data being communicated. A
spread spectrum scheme uniformly spreads the bandwidth of
the data for the same transmitted power.
Each user in a CDMA system uses a different code to
modulate their signal. Choosing the codes used to modulate
the signal is very important in the performance of CDMA
systems. When there is good separation between the signal of
a desired user and the signals of other users, a CDMA system
performs well. Generally, CDMA can be synchronous (or
thogonal codes); or asynchronous (pseudorandom codes).
In CDMA channel access, a chip is a pulse of a Direct
Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) code, such as a pseudo
noise code sequence used. In a binary direct-sequence sys
tem, each chip is typically a rectangular pulse of +1 or -1
amplitude, which is multiplied by a data sequence (similarly
+1 or -1 representing the message bits) and by a carrier
waveform to make the transmitted signal. The chips are there
fore just the bit sequence out of the code generator. The chip
rate of a code is the number of pulses per second (chips per
second) at which the code is transmitted/received. The chip

CDMA the number of chips is less than the number of users.
Thus, overloaded systems are more efficient from bandwidth
point of view.
Under loaded or fully loaded synchronous CDMA exploits
mathematical properties of orthogonality between vectors
representing the data strings. Each user in these systems uses
a code orthogonal to the others codes to modulate their
signal. Orthogonal codes have a cross-correlation equal to
Zero; in other words, they do not interfere with each other.
However, in overloaded CDMA there are no such orthogo
nal codes and so it is impossible to take the advantages of this
concept in user data extraction. In fact, in these cases, encod
ers and decoders are typically complex and require numerous
multiplication and addition operations.
SUMMARY

25

In Some embodiments, the present invention is an encoding
method for synchronous code division multiple access
(CDMA) in an overloaded systems. The method includes

providing an (mxn) logical encoder (LE) S' to define a

sequence of encoders by calculating the following recursive

relation, where a k" generation encoder S, is a (mxn) LE
sequence formed as follows:
30
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The method may further include obtaining a class of
encoders by setting C. f. 1; and calculating the first three

matrices S', S', and S in said LE sequence as:
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O
O
O
O

O

nating the first row of S and C and f, are two arbitrary
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And comprising extracting user data from the received vector
coded by said LE sequence by a number of comparisons with
respect to predefined thresholds.
In some embodiments, the present invention is a decoding
method for synchronous Code Division Multiple Access
(CDMA) comprising said the logical decoder:

4
systems. The decoder requires comparators but with no mul
tipliers nor adders. The performance (Bit-Error-Rate) of the
decoder is almost as good as that of an optimum Maximum
Likelihood (ML) decoder, despite the fact that the complexity
of the invented decoder is much less than the optimum ML

of user data. We want to find X, the decoded data, from Y by
following procedure:
passing y to a quaternary Pulse amplitude modulated

In some embodiments, the present invention is a recursive
method, performed by an electronic circuit or device, for
constructing uniquely decodable codes for overloaded syn
chronous CDMA systems, where large signature codes with
growing overloading factors can be reconstructed from the
Small ones. A class of uniquely decodable signature matrices
(or encoders) for overloaded synchronous CDMA are
devised. Uniquely decodable signature matrices means that
these signature matrices act as a one to one projection from
specific input symbols to the output space. Moreover, over
loaded means that the number of columns of the signature
matrices (each column is attributed to one user) is greater than
the number of rows (or equivalently the number of chips. In
the recursive method, by starting from one of these matrices,
a series of this class of uniquely decodable signature matrices
can be found. This sequence has an increasing overloading
factor (the ratio of the number of columns to the number of
rows of the matrices).
In some embodiments, the present invention is a decoder
for synchronous CDMA systems. The decoder extracts the
user data by a number of comparisons with respect to some
predefined thresholds. In fact, the elements of a received
vector are compared step by step to some thresholds and user
data are extracted by some logical rules. Through these steps,
the number of various symbols in different subgroups of users
is found. These Subgroups become Smaller and Smaller, and
eventually each user data is foundby recursively repeating the

decoder.

for S', assume that Y-Iyy'S'X, where X is the vector

(PAM) decoder with constellation of {t1,3} to generate an

10

lation of {0, t2, to determine which user sent said -1;
if Z -1; passingy to a ternary PAM decoder with constel
lation of {0, it2 to determine which user sent said +1;

15

output of Z, which shows the number of +1s and -1s in X;
IfZ +3 or Z-3, then, stop;
otherwise, from y and Z:
if Z +1: passingy to a ternary PAM decoder with constel

for S. k>2 passingy to a (2)-ary PAM decoder with a
constellation of {t1,+3.t(2-1)} to generate an output of z,

which shows the number of +1 sand-1s in X; IfZ is +(2*-1)

or -(2-1), then the process is terminated and X is com
y to a (2'-|z1)-ary PAM decoder with a constellation of
{0,1,2,..t(2'-|z1)} to generate an output; combining said out
put and information about the total number of -1s and +1s in
X, it is possible to decipher the 2" entry of X. Moreover, one
may determine the number of +1s and -1s in the first and last
2-1 entries of X, denoted by n, and n, respectively.
Applying the decoder of S with inputs of
posed purely of +1S or -1S, respectively; otherwise, passing

25
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Y=

2 - 1 - 2nt

2''' - 1 - 2n,

y

yok-l

(3)

and Y = ''
2k-11

y2k
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steps.

to identify the first and last (2-1) entries of X.

In decoding method may be performed by a plurality of
comparator elements but with no multiplier elements or adder

40

elements. In fact, the one dimensional PAM decoder can

extract user data by a number of comparisons with respect to
Some thresholds depending on the constellation.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

45

FIG. 1 is an exemplary block diagram for a logical decoder

for S', according to some embodiments of the present inven

tion.

FIG. 2 is an exemplary block diagram for a logical decoder

for S. k>2, according to some embodiments of the present

input symbols. Let {0,1,2,2,..., be a set ofjalgebraically

50

I-S, ....S.), is a subset of {2, 3,..., ...}. That is, in

FIG.3 shows a graph depicting a comparison of BER of a
logical decoder versus BER of an ML decoder for the first

three logical encoders (LEs) for, S', S', S' and different

55

an algebraically independent set, the linear combinations of
the numbers with integer coefficient cannot become Zero.
Now, let us define a Logical Encoder (LE) as:
Definition 1: Signature Matrix S is said to be LE, if the
following constraints hold.
1. S is one to one over I.

60

2. Let Yin-1 Sn-X-1 Yo-pi So-DX, where S is
derived by eliminating one of the rows of S. Then, by knowing
the number of different symbols in data vector X, it is possible

to decipher the user data from Yuniquely.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
65

In some embodiments, the present invention is an encod
ing-decoding scheme for overloaded synchronous CDMA

independent numbers and be a linear combination ofthews.

In the following, it is assumed that the set of M input symbols

invention.

values of E/No according to some embodiments of the
present invention.
FIG. 4 shows a graph depicting a comparison of BER of the
invention using LE with logical decoder and the BER of a
system using GCO with an ML decoder.
FIG.5 shows a graph depicting a comparison of BER of the
LEs with logical decoder and WBEs of the same oveloading
factor (B) with an ML decoder.

The corresponding decoders for a sequence of matrices
found by the above recursive encoding method also have a
recursive form. Moreover, the proposed encoding and decod
ing methods are applicable to systems in which the signature
matrices are p-ary and the input symbols are q-ary.
In some embodiments, the present invention is a class of
encoders generated by Kronecker multiplication with a
simple decoder.
For the uniquely decodable encoders, projection defined by
a corresponding signature matrix is one to one over a set of

Starting from an (mxn) LE, S', the following recursive
relation defines a sequence of encoders. The k" generation
encoder S, is a mxn, LE formed as follows:

US 8,582,604 B2
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Step 2: Upon y and Z the coding continues as follows:
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If z +1: then X contains exactly one -1. By passing y to a
ternary PAM decoder with constellation of {0,+2}, it can be
determined which user sent this -1.
Z -1: then X contains exactly one +1. By passing y to a
ternary PAM decoder with constellation of {0,+2}, it can be
determined which user sent this +1. FIG. 1 shows this proce
dure. The block shown in FIG. 1 can be implemented in
electronic circuits, programmable gate arrays, programmable
signal processors, Software, or the combination thereof, and
the like.

hik-1
hik-1
£ic-1 :
where m=2'm
n=2''
(n+1)-1, S'
is derived by elimi

Now, for S. ke2 the decoding procedure is recursive. FIG.
2 is an exemplary block diagram for a logical decoder for S.

nating the first row of S and C and f, are two arbitrary

numbers. It can be seen that the overloading factor increases ka2, according to Some embodiments of the present inven
for the sequence of matrices and approaches (n+1)/m in 15 tion.
As depicted in FIG. 2, there are three main steps:
infinity.
Step
1: Passy to a (2)-ary PAM decoder with a constel
As an example
lation of {t1,+3.t(2'-1)}. The output of this decoder Z
shows the number of +1s and -1s in X. If Z is +(2*-1) or
S.
+1 +1 +1
(2) 20 -(2k+1-1), then the process is terminated and X is composed
purely of +1s or -1s, respectively. Otherwise, the process
2^3 T 1 () - 1
moves to the next step.

Step 2: Pass y, to a (2'-|z1)-ary PAM decoder with a

is an LE. Starting from this encoder, recursive construction constellation of {0,2,+(2'-1-|z1)}. Combining the output
with C, E, 1 for i=1,..., kin (1) results in a sequence of LEs. 25 information of this decoderand the knowledge about the total
first three of which can be found in Table 1. The k"generation number of -1s and +1s in X, it is possible to decipher the 2k

S is a 2x(2'-1) encoder and the overloding factor

entry of X. Moreover, one may determine the number of +1s

and-1s in the first and last 2-1 entries of X, denoted by n,

approaches 2 ask tends to approach infinity.
TABLE 1.

The first three matrices in an LE sequence.
Sl

+1 +1 +1
+1 0 - 1

S2

+1 +1
+1 +1 +1 +1
+1 +1 +1 0 -1 -1 -1
+1 0 - 1 0 O O 0
0 0 O 0 + 1 0 -1

S3

+1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1
+1
+1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1
0
+1 +1 +1 0 -1 -1 -1 0
+1 O - 1 O O. O. O. O.
0 0 O 0 + 1 0 -1 O
0 0 O O O O O 0
O O O O O O O O
O O O O O O O O

+1 +1
-1 -1
O O
0
0
+1 +1
- 1 0
O O

+1 +1 +1 +1
-1 -1 -1 -1
O O O O
0 () () ()
0 () () ()
+ 1 0 -1 -1
-1 O O O
O O - 1 O

and n, respectively. These are all possible because of the

As can be expected from (1), the decoder has also a recur
sive form. We shed light on this procedure by considering a

characteristics of the previously input set { 1, 2, ..., ...}.

system that uses {t1} as the input symbols and the class of ss

Step 3: Apply the decoder of S with inputs of

LEs based on (2) as the encoder with the first three of these
matrices shown in Table 1.

Firstly, the decoder of S will be discussed. In the case that
Y-Iyy'S'X, where X is the vector ofuser data, and X be
the decoded data, the decoding scheme has the following

2 - 1 - 2n
60

Step 1: Passy to a quaternary PAM decoder with constel
purely of +1S or -1S, respectively, and the process is termi
nated. Otherwise the process goes to the next step.

(3)

and Y = J.-2k-11

steps:

lation
of {t1,3}. The output of this decoder Z shows the
number of +1s and -1s in X. If ZF-3 or Z=-3 then X consists

Y=

2** - 1 - 2n

yk

to identify the first and last 2-1 entries of X.
65

It is straightforward extrapolation to extend this method for
an M-ary input system. In addition, for any other sequence of

matrices, we should just modify the decoder of S and the

US 8,582,604 B2
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ture sets.” IEEE Transactions on Communications, 51(1):48
51, 2003, the entire contents of which is hereby expressly
incorporated by reference.
Although the encoder/decoder methods are disclosed for
input vectors containing t1 elements, the methods can be
generalized, so that the input vector can choose its elements
from a broader range of input symbols. This is true as long as
the input symbols hold some criteria. Moreover, the Encoder/
Decoder can be generalized by using the Kronecker multipli

7
recursive algorithm remain the same. Note, if P is an invert
able matrix and S, then P& S is also an (rmXrn) uniquely
decodable encode *(where & denotes the Kronecker multi

plication). By multiplying the received vector with P&I
from the left, r logical decoder can be applied to extract the
user data.

The block shown in FIG. 2 can be implemented in elec
tronic circuits, programmable gate arrays, programmable sig
nal processors, software, or the combination thereof, and the
like.

A Binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) system with different
values of E/No was simulated. Note that the LEs are those
proposed in Table 1. FIG. 3 compares the BER of the pro
posed logical decoder versus the ML one for the first three
LEs. The first two rows of Table 2 show the computational
complexity of these decoders. While the ML decoder is rather
complex, the logical decoder applies only a few comparisons
and needs no multiplication or addition. Nevertheless, the
performance of the ML decoder is slightly better than the
logical one.

10

15

to the particular embodiments or arrangements disclosed, but
is rather intended to cover any changes, adaptations or modi
fications which are within the scope and spirit of the invention
as defined by the appended claims.
What is claimed is:
25

Size of the Matrices

Encoder

Decoder

LE

Logical

LE

ML

GCO

ML

Mul. + Add.
Comparisons
Mul. + Add.

(2 x 3)

(4 x 7)

None
2.75
24

None
7.86
896

(8 x 15)
None
21.30 30
491S2O

Comparisons

7

123

32768

Mul. + Add.

18

28O

1728O

Comparison

1

7
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The encoding and decoding method of the present inven
tion may be performed by any electronic device, such as,
dedicated electronic circuits, general purpose computers, per
Sonal computers, dedicated processors, and the like.
It will be recognized by those skilled in the art that various
modifications may be made to the invention illustrated and
any other embodiments of the invention described above,
without departing from the broad inventive scope thereof. It
will be understood therefore that the invention is not limited

TABLE 2

Computational complexity of the logical and ML decoder of LE versus
simplified ML decoder of GCO.

cation.

1. A data encoding method, executed by one or more pro
cessors, for synchronous Code Division Multiple Access
(CDMA) communication in overloaded systems, compris
ing:
calculating, by one or more processors, recursive process

for K=1 to a predetermined integer value to define a k"
generation maxn signature matrix sequence S.
(1)

-B

35

-B

Systems using Generalized Codes for Overloaded CDMA

(GCOs) of the same size with {0.31 entries have also been

simulated. A more detail disclosure of GCOs can be found in

Alishahi, K. and Dashmiz, S. and Pad, P. and Marvasti, F. and

Shafinia, M H and Mansouri, M.: “The Enigma of CDMA
Revisited.” Arxiv preprint arXiv: 1005.0677, 2010 (L1), the
entire contents of which is hereby expressly incorporated by

40

reference.

It is noteworthy that the (2x3) GCO is the same as S. FIG.

4 shows the results. Although GCO has a simplified ML
decoder 1, it is yet more Sophisticated than the logical
decoder (see Table 2). In addition, the BER of the LE with the
logical decoder becomes better for moderate values of E/No.
In addition, FIG. 5, compares the BER of the LEs and WBEs
of the same oveloading factor (B). Note that the decoder for
the WBE is ML. Simulations have been performed for the first
three LEs and WBEs with same overloading factor (B). A
more detail discussion of WBEs can be found in Karystinos,
G. N. and Pados, D. A. “New bounds on the total squared
correlation and optimum design of DS-CDMA binary signa

S' is an (mxn) signature matrix, and M

45

where m =2''m, n. 2'' (n+1)-1, S' is derived by
eliminating the first row of S and C and f, are two
arbitrary numbers:
using the S encoder to encode data transmission over a
communication channel; and

50

transmitting the encoded date over said communication
channel.

2. The data encoding method of claim 1, further comprising
determining a class of encoders by setting C. f. 1; and

calculating the first three S', S', and S signature matrix
Sequences:
+1

+1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1
+1 +1 +1
-1 -1 -1
+1 0 - 1 0 O O 0
+1 0 - 1

US 8,582,604 B2
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10
-continued

+1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1
+1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
+1 +1 +1 0 -1 -1 -1 0 O O O O O O O

S3

- 1
O
0
O
O

0
O
0
O
O

-1
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O
O

O
- 1
O
O
O

O
O
O
O
O

O
-1
O
O
O

O
O
0
0
O

O O O
O O O
+1 +1 +1
1 0 -1
O O O

O
O
0
O
0

O O
O O
-1 -1 -1
O O
1 0 -1

3. The data encoding method of claim 1, wherein said data
encoding is performed by a plurality of comparator opera
tions, without multiplier operations or adder operations.
4. The data encoding method of claim 1, wherein said
mXn signature matrix sequence is generated by a Kronecker
multiplication method.
5. A data decoding method, executed by one or more pro
cessors, for synchronous code division multiple access
(CDMA) communication comprising:
receiving a vector of encoded data Y from a communica

15

otherwise, inputting y, to a (2'-|z1)-ary PAM decoder
with a constellation of {0,2,+(2'-1-|z1)} to generate
a PAM output, wherein y is a second element of said
received vector of encoded data Y:

combining said PAM output and said Z. Qutput, which
insludes the total number of-1 and +1 in X to obtain the
2 element of X, and the number of +1 and-1 in the first

and last 2-1 elements of the decoded dataX, denoted by
n, and n, respectively;
applying the decoder of S with inputs of

tion channel;

for a signature matrix sequence S', given that Y-Iyya'.

25

2''' - 1 - 2n

(3)

extractingy and y from the received Y Vector;
inputting y to a quaternary Pulse amplitude modulated

(PAM) decoder with constellation of {t1,i-3 to gener
ate an output of Z, which shows the number of +1 and -1
constelations in X, where X is decoded data;
if Z +3, outputting the decoded data X as +1, +1, +1];
if Z -3, outputting the decoded data X as -1, -1, -1;
if Z +1, inputting y to a ternary PAM decoder with con

stellation of {0,1,2} to determine index of any -1 in X
and outputting the decoded data X:

30

to identify the first and last 2-1 elements of the decoded

data X, wherein y, is the n" element of said received
vector of encoded data.Y. and
combining the obtained 2"element, said first and last 2-1

35

if Z-1, inputting y to said ternary PAM decoder with

constellation of {0, it2 to determine index of any +1 in

the decoded data X and outputting the decoded data X;

for the signature matrix sequence S. ke2, inputtingy to a
(2)-ary PAM decoder with a constellation of {t1,+3,
+(2'-1)} to generate said output of z, which shows the

40

number of +1 and -1 in the decoded data X, whereiny

is a first element of said received vector of encoded data

Y;

if Z is +(2'-1), then outputting the decoded data X com
posed of +1;

if Z is -(2'-1), then outputting the decoded data X com
posed of -1;

45

elements to obtain the entire decoded data X.

6. The data decoding method of claim 5, further comprising
extracting user data from said received vector by a number of
comparisons according to predefined thresholds.
7. The data decoding method of claim 5, wherein said
comparisons comprise of comparing each element of said
received vector to said predefined thresholds and extracting
said user data by a plurality of logical rules.
8. The data decoding method of claim 5, wherein said
decoding is performed by a plurality of comparator opera
tions, without multiplier operations or adder operations.
9. The data decoding method of claim 5, wherein said
method is utilized in a compressed sensing (CS) system.
k

k

k

k

k
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